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The origin of the two Martian satell i tes, Phobos and
Deimos, has remained an unresolved problem. One hypothesis
is that the satell i tes were formed from materials left over
following the formation of Mars, a hypothesis that receives
some support from the satell i te orbital characteristics: small
eccentricit ies and nearly equatorial orbits. The recent Viking
observations, however, indicate that the composition of the
satell i tes may be akin to type I carbonaceous chondrites and
put this formation hypothesis in question for two not entirely
independent reasons: (1) carbonaceous chond¡ites are found
preferentially in the outer parts of the asteroid belt, although
they do occur in the inner belt as well, and (2) in the more
popular condensation sequences the solar nebula temperatures
at the distance of Mars from the sun are too high for carbo-
naceous chondrit ic material, particularly the type I composi-
tion, to be condensed out. An alternate hypothesis fbr the
satell i te origin is the capture model. This has usually been
rejected because of its improbabil ity, as it is apparently diff i-
cult to evolve tidally what must have init ially been very eccen-
tric orbits into the present, very nearly circular and equatorial
orbits. ,Sr'rger [968, 1971] has been a strong advocate of the
capture hypothesis and has shown that the eccentricity of the
orbit can evolve significantly if dissipation is frequency depen-
dent such that Q-t is proportional to frequency. In his model
the time required for the orbits to evolve from init ially very
eccentric orbits to their present orbit remains prohibit ive, par-
ticularly in the case of Deimos. Either dissipation within Mars
at present is greater than is usually anticipated, or the satell i tes
\¡/ere parts of larger bodies that subsequently broke up. Singer
suggests that a large body may have been captured which
through tidal evolution, soon crashed into the surface but not
before the two present satellites were split off. Burns 11972,
1977] reviews the various satell i te origin theories.

The relative nearness of the satell i tes to their primary im-
plies that t idal forces and tidal evolution would be very signifi-
cant were it not for the smallness of both satell i tes. The obser-
vational evidence does in fact point to a nonzero tidal
evolution for Phobos but to an insignificant evolution for
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Deimos. In the usual discussions, only the t ides raised by the

planet on the satellite are considered, but tides raised on the

planet should also be investigated. Goldreich [1963] assumed

that the r igidit ies and Q values of the satel l i tes are comparable

to those of the planet and concluded that the planet-raised

tides were insignif icant in their contr ibution to the planetary

evolut ion. However, i f  the satel l i tes are of a carbonaceous

chondrit ic composit ion, the satel l i te's average r igidity and Q
values may be considerably lower than the corresponding

planetary values, and now dissipation of t idal energy within

the satel l i tes may be signif icant. That t ides raised on Phobos

may have been important is also suggested by the observed

surface striations lVeuerka and Duxbury, 19771 which have

been interpreted as being of tidal origin [Soler and Harris,

19771, although Thomas et al.  [19781 have concluded that these

features are associated \¡/ i th the formation of the crater Stick-

ney.
ln this paper I  investigate the orbital evolut ion of the satel-

l i tes due to the t ides raised by the planet on the satel l i tes as

well  as by the satel l i tes on the planet. Table I summarizes the

relevant parameters pertaining to the three bodies. Section 2

reviews the observational evidence for the t idal accelerat ions,

while section 3 discusses the elast ic and anelastic propert ies of

Mars and satel l i tes. Tidal perturbations in the satel l i te orbits

are developed in section 4 and compared with the astronomi-

cal evidence. Results of their integration backward into t ime

are discussed in section 5.

2. O¡sEnvnrlo¡¡eL EvloeNce non
T lon l  AcceIERATIoNS

Observations of the satel l i tes consist either of the relat ive

posit ions of Deimos and Phobos or of their posit ions relat ive

to Mars. Pascu 119771discusses the observational techniques.

The earth-based observations have been analyzed in two re-

cent papers. Sinclair ll972l(the accelerations given in Sinclair's

and subsequently quoted papers correspond to no/2), follow-

ing earl ier work by G. Wilkins, concluded that the evidence is

weak for a secular accelerat ion io in the longitude of Phobos.

His value of r io (Table 2) is not an improbable value in terms of

the required Love number and specif ic dissipation function of

the planet (section 3). His insignif icant accelerat ion r i¿ for
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The t idal  evolut ion of  the Mart ian satel l i tes has been invest igated,  and i t  is  found that  t ides ra ised by

the planet  on the satel l i te can have s igni f icant  consequences i f  the r ig id i ty  of  the satel l i tes is  much less than

theìverage r ig id i ty  of  Mars.  This would be the case i f  the satel l i tes have a carbonaceous chondr i t ic

composi t iòn,  Frequency dependent Q values of  the planet  or  satel l i tes can fur ther enhance the evolut ion.

Phoùos,  in part icular ,  could have evolved f rom a parabol ic  orbi t  in to a c i rcular  orbi t  wi th in the age of the

solar  system, but  the t ime required to shi f t  Deimos remains inordinately long.  I  f  the present evolut ions are

representat ive of  the past ,  the two orbi ts  wi l l  have,  at  some t ime in the past ,  intersected,  but  the present

orbi t  of  Deimos does not  favor a strong gravi tat ional  interact ion wi th Phobos.  Possib ly,  Deimos was part

of  a larger object ,  perhaps the core of  a pr imordia l  body contain ing a large ice mant le.  I f  i t  were

suf f ic ient ly  mais ive, ìuch ã body would have remained outs ide of  Phobos.  The backward extrapolated

orbi ts o l  both satel l i tes lead to a qui te s imi lar  or ig in.  The orbi ta l  inc l inat ions.have undergone l i t t le

evolut ion,  and th is remains a severeConstra int  on the capture hypothesis,  unless the captured bodies were

in i t ia l ly  in orbi ts  inc l ined to the ecl ipt ic .  This cannot be excluded, as numerous asteroid fami l ies l ìe in

orbi ts  inc l ined by 20o or  more to the ecl ipt ic ,  in part icular  as these objects l ie  preferent ia l ly  toward the

outer l imi ts of t t re asteroid bel t ,  contain a h igher percentage ofcarbonaceous chondr i t ic  mater ia l ,  and are

more l ikely to be perturbed by Jupì ter  into Mars-crossing orbi ts .
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TABLE l. Physical and Orbital Constants for Mars, Phobos, and
Deimos

Mars Phobos Deimos

Physical Properties
3 , 3 9 x  l O E  l . l x  l O s

3. Lovp N urr4snRs AND rHE Q on Mens
AND THE SNT¡LIIT¡S

The estimates for the Mart ian Love numbers are usually
obtained by assuming a homogeneous incompressible planet
of average r igidity ¡r.  Then

iR, cm
M , g
p ,  g c m - 3
g, cm s- '
¡r, dyn cm-'
k2
ks

Q*

a , cm
e
1 (on Laplacian

plane)
n ,  r ad  s - r
O  rad  s -1

6.4 X 1ü€

370

l . l  x  1 0 , ,
r q t
0. s8
2 x  1 0 ,

l0 - {
0 .5  x  l0 - .

l 0

6.2 x 105t
1.9 x l0r8$
1 . 9
0.36
2x  10 'g
0.4 x 10-4
0 . 2 x  l 0 - 4

t 0

2.35 x l0'
o.oooel I
1 .80

5 .76  X  l 0 -6

7 / ) ,_ _ 3/4
" " -  l + ( l l t r / p g R )

Orbital Parameters
2.28 x lOs 9.38 x lOE

0.018
1.00

2.28x t0-o
7.06 X l0- '

*At t idal period of 5.6 hours.
lTolson et al. ll978l.
f Based on volume estimate of l0'6 cms given by Duxbury l l977l.
$Based on assumption that densities of the two satellites are equal

lTolson et al., 1918). A more recent study by Duxbury and Veoerka
[978] gives a volume of 1.35 X l0r8 cmô, implying a mass of
2.6 X l0'8 g.

llshor U9751; Sinclair [972] gives 2 X l0-3.

Deimos is also in agreement with a priori expectations. Sin-
clair concludes, hov/ever, that the solution for úo is strongly
dependent on the earlier observations (1877-1881) and that if
these observations were eliminated, the accelerations become
negative for both satell i tes! Sinclair also finds that the solution
for the Phobos orbit parameters does not deteriorate if an
a priori assumption of no - 0 is made.

Shorll975l has carried out a similar study but used agreater
number of observations for the first few decades after the
discovery ofthe satell i tes. These additional observations, from
U.S., English, and Russian observatories, were overlooked by
Wilkins and Sinclair, and they confirm that a secular change in
no has occurred. Shor finds that i¿ = 0 but that a solution with
úp = 0 yields orbital longitude residuals that show a marked
parabolic trend. Observations of the satell i te positions from
Mariner 9 and Viking orbiter photography have added a few,
apparently rather accurate, points to the data set lBorn and
Duxbury, 1975; Duxbury and Veuerka, 19771, but their impact
on the determination of io is small since it is more important
to have long series of observations than a fely very precise
points separated by only a few years in time. Recently, Sinclair
[1978] has reanalyzed his earlier earth-based observations to-
gether with Mariner 9 data. He did not use the rather crit ical
early observations used by Shor. Sinclair now concludes that
Phobos is undergoing a secular acceleration but that the actual
value for lo remains uncertain. His new value is about 507o of
that found by Shor (Table 2). The difference in the accelera-
tions no obtained by the two authors does not appear to be a
consequence of the differences in orbital theories. Rather it
appears to be a consequence of the different data sets used.
Shor's accelerations are perhaps to be preferred, because the
data set is more complete for observations during the late
nineteenth century, even though Sinclair [978] has also used
the more precise Mariner 9 spacecraft observations of the
positions of the naturàl satell i tes.

I . -
^ 2 -

| + (t9/2)(p/pgR)

where p, g, and ¡R are the average density, gravity on the
surface, and the average radius of the body. If Mars possesses
a core and mantle of distinctly different densities and rigidities,
a two-layer incompressible model is more appropriate. The
theory is given by Rosenhead ll929l. I adopt k' = 0.12 and
ks = 0.06, based on a model of Mars with a l iquid core of
radius 0.5 R lOkal and Anderson, 19781. The radial deforma-
tion Love number å, is given approximately by 5k"/3.

For the solid earth the Q ol a second-degree spheroidal
harmonic at the tidal frequency is greater than 100 [Lambeck,
19711 and may exceed several hundred at higher frequencies

[Anderson and Hart, 1978]. For planets of different sizes but
otherwise identical, Q wil l increase with increasing radius be-
cause of the greater compression of mantle materials. Hence
QMa¡s cên be expected to be less than Q"".,n. Perhaps more
important is the possibil i ty that Mars contains large amounts
of volati les in its crust and upper mantle and these wil l tend to
lower the Q.The presence of water could also result in partial
melting at depths near 200 km, and Mars may have a pro-
nounced, but deep, low-velocity layer. Together, these argu-
ments point to a Martian Q that may be significantly less than
the comparable Q for earth. Probably the best estimate of the

Q will come from the astronomical observations themselves
(see discussion below).

Of considerable interest in the tidal evolution of satell i te
orbits is the possible frequency dependence of Q. Numerous
observations point to a frequency independent terrestrial Q
over a wide range of seismic frequencies [e.g., S. W. Smith,
19721, and this has been interpreted as a consequence of sev-
eral dissipation mechanisms whose temperature, pressure, and
compositionally dependent resonance frequencies contribute
to the overall dissipation lAnderson et al., 19771. Whether this
frequency independence extends to tidal frequencies remains
unclear. Numerous frequency dependent Q rules have been
proposed. For a Kelvin-Voigt body, Q. n w-t, while for a
M axwell body, Q c w, where w is the frequency of the applied
force. The first model is unrealistic at high frequencies, while
the latter breaks down at low frequencies. More generally, for,
a l inear elastic solid,

e_,  :  Aw/( t  - l  Bw,)

where A and B are constants characterizing the dissipation
within the solid. Recently, Anderson and Minster [979] have

TABLE 2.  Summary of  Astronomical  Est imates of  Accelerat ions of
Mart ian Satel l i tes

i ,  X lO-to r - '

Phobos Reference

0 . t2
0.06

50

t877-t969
l 884- 1969
t877-1973
t877-t973

3.4 + 0.6
-2.8 + 0.6

5.0 + 0.6
2.4 + 0.2

-0 .22x0.16  S inc la i r l l9T2 l
-1.44 +0.20 Sinclair l l9T2l
-0.03 + 0.16 Shorl l9l5l
- 0. I 5 + 0.07 Sinclair 11978)
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proposed thar Q a wrla except for very low frequencies, where

Q æ 1,¡-zrs. Such a law would explain the lower Q values at

tidal frequencies and at the same time Q goes to infinity as the

frequency goes to zero. Figure I i l lustrates this Q law for

Mars, scaled such that at the present principal t idal frequency

of about 2¡r/2(n, - O) = S'e hours, Q = 50, as indicated by the

astronomical data (section 4c). The lowest permissible value

for Q is arbitrari ly set to 10. Such a low value may seem un-

reasonable to some investigators, although Anderson and Min-

ster l l979l suggest that the sol id earth's QaIthe Chandler fre-

quency may be as low as 10, while Yoderl l9T9l obtains Q = 10

for the moon at the l ibrat ion periods. For the earth-moon sys-

tem a frequently used law is Q.-t :  w\t,  where A, is the

delay in the planet 's response and is assumed to be constant

le.g., MacDonald, 19641. Singer [1968] used a similar law for

Mars. The law Q-1 a w-r has been used by Rubincam 11975)
for the earth-moon system.

The mass and volume of Phobos are now known with some

rel iabi l i ty from the close encounters with the Viking orbiters

and from Mariner 9 and Viking photography. The result ing

mean density is 1.9 * 0.6 g cm-3 lTolson et al. ,  19781. This is

comparable to that of type I carbonaceous chondrites lMason,
1963]. The spacecraft observations indicate that the satel l i tes

are dark, almost black in color, consistent with either a carbo-

naceous chondrit ic composit ion or a basalt ic composit ion, but

the low density rules out the latter since the required void

space would be too high and the satel l i te would be t idal ly

disrupted. Comparisons of the ref lectance spectrum of

Phobos, from the ultraviolet to infrared, with the spectra of

some asteroids show very similar results and are consistent

with the spectra of some carbonaceous chondrit ic meteorites.

The low density further suggests that not only the surface but

the entire body may be of this material lPang et al. '  1978;

Pollack et al., 19781. Preliminary analyses of close approaches

to Deimos \¡/ i th the Viking orbiters indicate that this satel l i te

also has a very low density (T. C. Duxbury, private communi-

c a t i o n , 1 9 7 8 ) .
Lit t le information on the mechanical propert ies of meteor-

i tes is avai lable. Seismic velocit ies of a few ordinary chondrites

have been published by Russian workers and indicate average

va lues  o f  uo  o f  3 .4  km s- 'and u ,  o f  1 .0  km s- ' .  The average

density of these chondrites is of the order of 3.6 g cm-3. This

indicates a r igidity of ¡r -  4 X 1010 dyn cm'. No seismic

velocit ies appear to be avai lable for the much more fr iable

carbonaceous chondrites, but their r igidity is probably I  or 2

orders of magnitude less than that of the chondrites. I  adopt

p = 2 x 10'g dyn cmz for the present calculat ions. Average

gravity on the surface of Phobos is of the order of 0.6 cm s- 'z

and w i th  rR =  1 .1  X  106 cm,  p  =  1 .9  g  cm-3 ,  kz  =  l0 -a ,  and

Ès = 5 x l0-5. The parameters for Deimos are also given in

Tab le  2 .
Even less information exists on the internal friction coeffi-

cients of the two satel l i tes. A variety of lunar surface rocks of

low density and high porosity suggest aQ oî the order of 10-

100 at low pressures [e.g., Kanamori et al. ,  1971] '  but this

appears to be a consequence of small  traces of absorbed vola-

t i les, whose removal raises the Q values signif icantly [e'g. '
Tittman et al., 1974). It should be noted that these results are

based on measurements made at frequencies much higher than

those encountered in the t idal spectrum. Pressures within

Phobos are very small ,  quite inadequate to close any cracks,

and dissipation wil l  be control led not so much by the composi-

t ion as by the crack density. A high volat i le content may also

Period (days)

Fig.  L p models for  Mars used in the numerical  integrat ions'

Curve ø is  the constant  p model ,  curve å is  for  Q proport ional  to w- ' ,

curve c is for Q proportional to w, and curve d is for Q proportional 1o

rv'l3 at relatively high frequencies. All models give 0 o 50 for the

present M, tidal frequency raised by Phobos,

reduce the Q values. I adopt Q : l0 for the presently domi-
nant t idal frequency. Some ofthe frequency dependent p laws

discussed above wil l result in even lower Q values at some tidal

frequencies, and the minimum satell i te Q has been set to 5.

Again, such low values may appear unreasonable, but it must

be stressed that the relevant quantity defining the rate of
orbital evolution is kzQ-' or, for small Love numbers, pgR/

¡rQ, and there is as much uncertainty in the choice of ¡r as there
is in Q. Also, when dissipation occurs within one body alone,
the actual choice of krQ-t only affects the time scale of the
evolution, and we are mainly interested in comparing results
for the different ø laws. Only when tides are raised in both the
planet and the satell i te does the choice of parameters affect the

evolution of the orbital eccentricity and inciination as a func-

tion of the semimajor axis. With the parameters adopted,

Quaß/Q'aþtttte 
= 5'

4. TtonL DlsslPnttoN

a. Dissipation l4tithin the Planet

It  is suff icient to consider the motions of the satel l i tes rela-

t ive to the Mart ian equator since at their close distances to the

planet the oblateness perturbations dominate the solar per-

turbations and the orbits tend to maintain a constant incl ina-

tion to the equator le.g., Goldreich, 19651. At distance r, lati-

tude ó, and longitude À, in a planetary fixed reference frame'

the potential of the t ide raised ôn Mars by one of the satel l i tes

of mass lø* is

g

ud): +å (å)'(+)'. 'rå,2- õ.^)
.ffir,^rs¡n ô)t, r,^o{l¡ oË_c,oo1e¡

f .o, I l-..u"n .
L; i ; l  r_^odd( ' '^oo 

* e¿^,0 -  m\) (  la )

anq

t)¿mpq : (l - 2pþ + (l - 2p + q)M + m(A - 0) (lá)

The notation follows that of Kaula [1964] and has been used
subsequently in numerous papers lGoldreich, 1966; Peale,
1973; Lambeck, 19771. Parameters a, e, and 1 are the semi-

major axis, eccentricity, and inclination of the satellite orbit; /,
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o, and O define the orientat ion of the orbit  in space; d is the
time dependent sidereal angle, k¿ is the Mart ian Love number
of degree l ,  and e ¿^oo is a measure of the lag of the planet 's
t idal response behind the applied force. l f  Al is the t ime that i t
takes for the planet to respond fully to this force,

Q,^oo-'  = tLmpq: t(/  -  2p)i :  + ( l  -  2p + q)M + m(a - Ðl\t

= [(/  -  2p + q)n - mfiU = w,^oo\,t  (2)

Al is negative for a delayed response. For the Kelvin-Voigt
model, À¡ is constant, while for the Maxwell  body, Al is
proport ional to w-2. The main t ide corresponds to lmpq :

2200 (the M" tide on earth). With å, = 0.20 this tide attains an
ampli tude of about I  mm on Mars. For Phobos, np ) 0e,",",
and this t ide bulge leads the satel l i te. For Deimos this bulge
lags the satel l i te. The incl inations 1 of both satel l i te orbits on
the equator are small ,  and in view of the form of the incl ination
functions F,^oQ) [Kaula, 1966] the other principal t idal fre-
quencies are given by the combination of indices for which / -

m - 2p : 0. The eccentr ici t ies e of the orbits are also small ,
and the main t idal effects on the semimajor axis and incl ina-
t ion occur for q :  0, but the t ide with lmpq : 2201 (thel/ ,  t ide
on earth) has important repercussions on the orbital eccentr ic-
ities. This tide also leads the satellite since 3n ) 2.0.

The important tidal effects on the satellite orbits are ex-
pressed by the secular changes in the semimajor axis, eccentr ic-
ity, and inclination. That is le.g., Kaula, 1964; Lambeck, 19771,

@  I  ¿  + @

d:  t  t  t  Ð o,*oo
I = 2 m : O p = O q = _ ø

r :  >åÀ ol_,,^oo
with

àt-pq = zKt*pq(l - 2p + q)k¿ sin t¿*on

( l  -  e2 \ t /z
èt^pq:  Kt^oof t [ ( l  -  e2)r /2( l  -  2p + q)

- (l - 2p))k¿ sin e¿^oo

l ( l - 2 p \ c o s I - m l ,
It^pq: K,^*\(aã1, 

sil-k¿ 
sin e¿^oq

and

Gm* /  n ) , ,* '
lG(M + m.)aÏ\a) lF'^o(l)l '

For Phobos this rat io is about 10, while for Deimos i t  is nearly
70. For frequency dependent lags the rat io may be somewhat
larger, and for Phobos, terms with /  :  3 should be considered,
at least during the early stages of any backward extrapolat ion
of the satel l i te motion.

Contributions to é come from the tides lmpq : 2200,2201"
(N,), 220(- l  ) ,  and 201(+ I ) ,  and, in the case of Phobos, the
tides with / : 3. For I : 2 and I : 0,

.  3  * , c m *  ( n \ ' e - .
è = -iffi 

\ã/ ;tti" 
(zzoo - !Ê sin er2o, * | sin e22o¡ 11

- t  sin eror, * I  sin e2¡11-1¡ + O(e')]  (5)

The dominant contr ibution comes from the N, t ide, and as
3n - 2ß is posit ive, the eccentr ici ty wi l l  decrease with t ime.

Incl ination changes are small  for the present orbit ,  with the
principal contr ibutions coming from lmpq : 2200,2110, and
2100.  That  i s ,

. k,Gm* /n \..I : 
ffiÇ / l* tun (l/2) sin ezoo - I sin 1 sin e,',0

* oa sin 1 sin e,oo * O(sin3 I) + O(e'z)l  (6)

For constant lag the contr ibutions from the last two com-
ponents cancel, and l  decreases with t ime since erroo is negative.
For frequency dependent lags, I  may be posit ive or negative,
depending on the Q law adopted.

D issipat ion l4t i thin t he S at ell it es

As the satel l i te raises a t ide on the planet, so does the planet
raise a t ide on the satel l i te, and any dissipation of the con-
comitant t idal energy wil l  contr ibute further to the orbital
evolut ion. These t idal perturbations fol low from (3) by inter-
changing planet and satel l i te parameters and mult iplying the
result ing expression by M/m* [Kaula, 1964]. For the semi-
major axis, denoting satel l i te parameters by an asterisk,

d a _  3 k z * G M  ( ^ * \ " r , -  * r
dt lG(M + *-¡a1*\= ¡ fif"'o'* 

+ o(e'z)l

But  fo r  synchronous ro ta t ion ,  n :  0* ,  and e22os*  =  0 .  Hence
da/dt is proportional to e2, and the tide raised on the satellite is
unl ikely to modify the total change in semimajor axis by any
signif icant amount as long as the eccentr ici ty remains small .
For the eccentricity, considering only the tide lmpq : 2201,

d e  _  1 4 7  k 2 * G M  ( ^ . \ ' L  ! . i n , .  r k
d t  

-  
16  (GMa¡ ' r ' \  a  /  m*  a r t "cz2o l

The ratio oT de/dt due to the tide raised on the planet (de"/dt)
to that due to the tide raised on the satellite (deu^,"/dt) is

.dr"/d! .  - +(4\" (n* ) 'sin u.,,* (7)
deuu, , /dt  kr \m*/  \R /  s ine22o,

For Phobos,

de"/dt k2* sin er2or*
--:-'----------: 

¡v -

deu^rr/ dt k2 slÍl t22¡1

With the values for kr, kr*, e ,  and e * discussed in section 3, this
rat io is of the order of 5, and the t ide raised on the satel l i te
plays a potential ly dominant role in the evolut ion of the satel-
l i te orbit .  For Deimos,

dtt/dt ^. î  1 v ,^, k2* sin e22¡1*= ¿.¿ x lU" _-;- _
d€usre/ dt K2 Slfì É22q1

@  I  ¿  + @

e :  > 2 2  |  ë t ^ n ø
L = 2 m = 0  p = O  q = - û

(3 )

Ktmps

. [G,oo@)] ' ,@(2 -  õ,^)
\ t  T  rn ) :

The secular change in the mean motion n is i t  :  - t  @/ a)à. F ot
the semimajor axis the main contr ibutions to ¿i come from
lmpq : 2200, with lesser contributions from l^pq = 3300 and
31 10 .  and fo r  1  =  0 .

.  3 G m *  / n \ ' [ .  ¿ " / n \ '
a =  ( G M a y z \ ; ) ( '  s r l ì € 2 2 ¡ s *  

i \ ; )

' (5 sin e*oo * sin es116 + O(e'z) |  (4)

For equal phase lags and kr/k, = 2,

ar*oo/a"^oo - i (a/R)"
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While devu,"/ dt will be small for Deimos, dissipation with the

satel l i te may st i l l  have some important consequences on i ts

orbital evolut ion. For constant lags and small  incl ination the
planet-raised t ide does not contr ibute to any changes in incl i-
nation (equation (6)),  but for a frequency dependent lag,
planet-raised t ides wil l  contr ibute.

c. Comparison l4ith Astronomical Obseruations

Shor's est imaÞ of no(Table 2) leads to ào - - 1.3 X l0-" cm
yr-t,  and as the main t idal effect on the semimajor axts comes
from the satellite-raised tide lmpq : 2200, we can use this

observation to determine the product k2 sin e22¡¿. That is,

kz sin ezzoo = krQ."roo-' = 2 X l0-3 (8)

With kz = 0. 12, Qrroo-'  = 2 x l}- 'z. In view of the above
arguments that the Mart ian Q may be lower than the sol id
earth t idal Q, this value is not unreasonable (see also "/.  C.

Smith and G. H. Born [976] and Pollack U9171). The result
(8 )  g ives  a¿ =  1 .6  X  l0 - r0  cm s-1  (n¿ =  6  X  l0 - 'o  s - ' )  fo r

constant lag, consistent with the observational result that
Deimos does not have a signif icant t idal accelerat ion. With (8)

the rate of change of the orbital eccentr ici ty of Phobos, for

constant lag, fol lows from (5) as eo - 8.4 X 10-18 s-1. For the
Kelvin-Voigt lag, At = 50 s and ëp = 1.4 X 10-r? s-1, and as

has been real ized by many authors le.g., Jefreys. l96l l ,  as-

sumptions about the frequency dependence of the phase lags

may have important consequences on the evolut ion of the or-
bital eccentr ici ty. From (7) the t ide raised by Mars on Phobos

has a very significant effect on the evolution of the orbital

eccentr ici ty, and the total rate of change in orbital eccentr ici ty

of Phobos now is êp = 1.4 X 10-16 s-r for constant lag, or

2.2 X l0- '"  s-r for the frequency dependent lag.

5. OnslrnL Evolurto¡t

The t idal equations have been integrated backward into

t ime by using a standard Runge-Kutta integration procedure.

Tides raised both on the planet and on the satel l i tes have been

considered, as have al l  terms in the t idal potential ofdegrees 2

and 3. In a number of instances i t  has been found that the

orbital eccentr ici t ies increase rapidly so that the summation

over the index q of the eccentr ici ty function G,oo@) in ( I  )  must

be taken over an increasing number of terms as e increases.

Also, for a given lpq lKaula, 19661,

G,ook):  i  þo ru

and as e increases, higher limitsÏÏJ, o. otu".o on the summa-
t ion over the index k. Because of the very slow convergence of

this summation the fol lowing integrations are only val id for

e S 0.7. Solar t idal potentials, direct solar attract ion on the

satel l i te, the planet 's precession, and the orbital effects of

noncentral mass distr ibutions have been ignored in this study.

The integration has also been carr ied out separately for the

two satel l i tes because any mutual gravitat ional interactions

have presumably remained as insignif icant in the past as they

are now (but see discussion in section 6). The spin rate d of

Mars has been assumed to be constant since the t idal accelera-

t ion of the planet due to the satel l i te and sun-raised t ides is

negligible; even after I 0s years the spin rate would differ from

the present value by only 3 x l0-8 (see Lambeck l l977l for the

comparable problem in the ea¡th-moon-sun system). Changes
in the spin rate associated with any planetary differentiation in

the early stages of the evolut ion of the planet are not consid-

ered.

a. Dissipafion in the Planet Only

Figure 2a illustrates the evolution of eccentricity as a func-
t ion of semimajor axis for Phobos and Deimos when dis-
sipation occurs only within the planet. The integrations have
been carr ied out for three t idal torques: ( l)  constant lag anglqq
except that when a particular tidal frequency goes to zero, the
corresponding lag angle is set to zero (curve a for Phobos and
d for Deimos), (2) torques where the lag is proport ional to
frequency (equation (2)) (curve å for Phobos), and (3) lag
angles proport ional to w-t/ '  1oÍ high frequencies and to w2l3
for very low frequencies (curve c for Phobos). I will refer
brief ly to this law as the w-1l3 lag law.

The backward evolut ion is much as anticipated. For con-
stant 0 the Mz t ide contr ibutes most to the motion of Phobos
unti l  the state r?p : dru." is reached. From here on, the eccen-
tricity increases owing to the Nz tidal torques until these be-
come sufficiently important to move the satellite beyond the
synchronous rotat ion state. For lag angles proport ional to
frequency, de/da of Phobos exceeds that for the constant lag

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

ORBITAL ECCENTRICITY

Fig .  2 .  (ø)  Orb i ta l  evo lu t ion  o f  Phobos and De imos due to  t ides

raised in the planet. Curves a, b, and c represent the evolution, back
into t ime, of  Phobos for  three Q laws: constant  Q @urve a) ,  Q
proport ional  to f requency (curve å) ,  and Q proport ional  to w- ' l3
(curve c). Curve d represents the evolution of Deimos for constant Q.
Positions occupied by the satellites in the past are indicated by solid
symbols and the time before present in billions of years. These time
markers are based on the assumption that all physical parameters have
remained constant. (å) Same as Figure 2a buT for tides raised by the
planet  in the satel l i te only.  (The case å is  not  i l lustrated.)  (c)  Same as
Figure 2ø but  for  t ides ra ised in both bodies.  In a l l  cases,  Deimos has
moved by an insigni f icant  amount in 4.5 X l0 years.
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case since the contr ibution from the N, t ide, whose frequency
exceeds that of the Mz tide, is relatively more important. This
result is very similar to that obtainedby Singer [968]. For the
w-'/t la9 angles, de/da is now less important than for constant
lags, and i t  takes longer to break the spin synchronism state.
For constant Q, Deimos-in i ts backward motion-moves
toward Mars unti l  the synchronous state is reached. Unfortu-
nately, the eccentr ici ty at this point is st i l l  very small ,  and i t
takes the ¡r ' ,  torque an inordinately long t ime for i t  to contr ib-
ute much to the evolut ion of the semimajor axis. With lags
proportional to frequency, de/da is larger than before, but the
evolut ion with t ime is slower, since the t idal frequencies of
Deimos are lower than those of Phobos. The subsequent evo-
lut ion is similar to that obtained by Singer. For the w-t l t  lags,
de/da is similar to that for constant p, but the evolut ion with
t ime is now somewhat faster. Once the satel l i te has moved
away from the synchronous spin state, the de/da curves for all
three torques are similar and fol low those for Phobos.

b. Dissípation in the Satellite Only

Ftgure 2b i l lustrates the or 'uital evolut ion of the two satel-
l i tes i f  dissipation occurs only within the satel l i tes. Curves ø
and d represent de/da for Phobos and Deimos with the con-
stant g law. The evolut ion of the Phobos orbit  is now much
more rapid than i f  dissipation occurs wholly within the planet,
and this is even more accentuated when the lag is proport ional
to frequency (curve å). For the w-' l t  rule the evolut ion is less
rapid than for the constant Q but st i l l  more important than the
planet dissipation only case. Since the satel l i te's mean motion
equals i ts spin and the dominant M2tide is f ixed in relat ion to
the planet, the init ial  change in semimajor axis is small  in al l
cases. The main t ide is the planet-raised 1y'2 t ide, and this
dominates the evolut ion ol the eccentr ici ty; only when e be-
comes signif icantly large, does the semimajor axis begin to
evolve.

c. Dissipation in Both Planet and Satellite

Figure 2c i l lustrates the orbital evolut ion when dissipation
occurs within both the planet and the satel l i te, using the planet
k2Q-' as determined from the observed accelerat ion of
Phobos. For Phobos we have adopted kz : l0-4, and for
De imos,  kz :  5  X  l0 - 'and the  prev ious ly  d iscussed Qlaws.
Whereas in the previous results the de/da relat ions were inde-
pendent of the actual t ide parameters, this is not so now. For
the chosen parameters, dissipation within the satel l i te domi-
nates the evolut ion, although for Phobos, planet-raised t ides
are more effect ive than t ides in both bodies because the satel-
l i te-raised M, t ide results in Phobos being init ial ly pushed
away from Mars and the planet-raised t ide decreases in impor-
tance. For the planet-raised t ide the semimajor axis is negl i-
gibly perturbed at f i rst by the N, t ide, and the eccentr ici ty can
evolve more rapidly.

6 .  Drscuss loN

The orbital evolut ion of Phobos can be inf luenced in a
signif icant way i f  dissipation occurs within the satel l i te, part ic-
ularly i f  the dissipation is frequency dependent. The main
consequence of the planet-raised t ide is a rapid change in the
orbital eccentr ici ty, permitt ing an init ial ly very eccentr ic orbit
to become circular in a relat ively short t ime interval and
raising the possibi l i ty that Phobos may have been captured,
probably at some early point in the history of the solar system.
Unfortunately, the key parameters control l ing the dissipation

in the satel l i te, i ts average r igidity and i ts internal fr ict ion,
remain obscure, and some experimental evidence of these
quanti t ies for appropriate carbonaceous chondrites would be
very welcome.

A serious objection to a capture origin is that the incl ina-
t ions of the orbits do not appear to have undergone muih
change. The t idal forces can increase or decrease the orbital
incl ination on theequator, depending upon the adopted model
of the frequency dependence oî Q, but in al l  cases the total
change over the t ime required for an init ial ly parabolic orbit  to
evolve into a circular orbit  does not exceed a few degrees. The
distance at which the solar perturbations in the satel l i te mo-
t ion equal the Mart ian oblateness perturbations is about 13
.R¡a^¡", âf ld while the satel l i te is much within this distance, i t
wi l l  retain a nearly constant incl ination to the planetary equa-
tor, despite the planet 's precession. I f  the satel l i te was much

beyond l3 RMu," at any t ime, i ts orbital plane would have
held a constant incl ination to the ecl ipt ic, and the incl ination
on the equator would have varied periodically fGoldreich,
19651.

Presumably any to-be-captured object would init ial ly have
been incl ined by a small  angle to the ecl ipt ic, and i f  t idal forces
have subsequently reduced the semimajor axis to less than l3
l?¡a*.",  the orbit  would now be at a constant incl ination to the
equator, at an angle roughly equal to the present obl iquity of
the M art ian equator. H owever, the incl inations of asteroids on
the ecl ipt ic vary considerably. In part icu. lar, they tend to in-
crease with increasing distance from the sun [e.g., Van Houten,
l97 l; Lltilliams, 1971, Figure 21. Furthermore, carbonaceous
chondrit ic asteroids become more abundant in relat ion to
stony asteroids with increasing distance from the sun [e.g.,
Morrison, 1977], while objects further away are also more
l ikely to have had their orbits perturbed into Mars-crossing
orbits by Jupiter. Thus objects in orbits ini t ial ly close to the
plane of the Mars equator may not be unexpected, although
there remains an element of chance as to just why the'r ight '
objects were captured-and not only one, but two-part icu-
larly as the early populat ion of asteroids may have been much
larger than the present one [e.g., Chapman and Dauis, 19751.
The t idal evolut ion of the orbital incl ination needs closer
investigation.

The second problem with the above sketched t idal evolut ion
scenarios is the t ime scale. For Phobos there is no real dif f i -
culty, for i f  there has been signif icant dissipation within the
satel l i te, the orbit  can have evolved from a parabola within a
t ime span equal to the age of the solar system. Part icularly i f ,
the dissipation is frequency dependent, Phobos can readi ly
escape beyond the point at which the planet 's spin equals the
satel l i te's mean motion. But while the orbit  of Phobos can be
made to go through signif icant t idal changes, the Deimos or-
bit  is much more stubbo¡n owning to a combination of effects.
First,  Deimos l ies further from the planet. Second, i ts mass is
nearly a magnitude smaller than that of Phobos. Thus the t ides
raised on the planet are less, as is Deimos's Love number.
Third, the orbital eccentr ici ty is much smaller, and the N, t ide
is ini t ial ly quite unimportant. Fourth, i ts mean motion is close
to the spin of M ars, so that for sin e proport ional to frequency
the dissipation is less than i f  the lags are constânt. However,
for the w-' i3 rule, dissipation becomes relat ively more impor-
tant. The mass of Deimos remains inadequately known since
the accelerat ions that i t  induces in the motion of close space-
craft encounters are quite small .  The eccentr ici ty is also poorly
known. Shor |9751 obtains (9 + 4)10-4, Sinclair |9721 ob-
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tains (20 + 3)l '0-4, while a smaller value, 5 X 10-4, is found by
Born and Duxburyll9T5l from the 1972-1973 Mariner 9 obser-
vations of Deimos. Possibly Deimos has a lower tidal effective
rigidity than Phobos; perhaps it contains more volati les if
there has been less localized outgassing, as may be suggested
by the fewer fractures seen on Deimos. Possibly Deimos was
originally part of a larger object, the breakup of which must
have occurred when this primitive body had already evolved
into an orbit near that of the present satell i te. But if so, the
original mass must have been at least an order of magnitude
larger than the present value, and one might expect to find
remnants of it near the present Deimos orbit. Alternatively, as
was suggested by Singer [l971], the two satell i tes may have
been part of the same body that broke up near the distance at
which n : dr."". If significant dissipation occurred within the
satell i te, the mass of this primordial satell i te would not need to
have been much larger than the combined mass of the two
present objects. Another possibil i ty is that the two satell i tes
may represent cores of primordial bodies originally contain-
ing large ice mantles. This would have increased their masses,
increased the role of dissipation within the satellites, and per-
mitted frequency dependent Q values. Crater density counts
suggest that both satellites are near the 'saturation curve'

fVeuerka and Duxbury, 19771, an empirical curve based on the
most heavily cratered regions of the lunar highlands given by
Hartmann [973]. If the lunar results are applicable to the
Martian satellites, this indicates that the satellite surfaces have
been exposed to impacts for at least 1.5 X 10'g years lPollack,
19771 so that if the satell i te broke up, or if any mantles were
shed, this must have occurred at least this long ago.

Comparing the tidal evolution of the two orbits, one notes
that in the backward integration the Phobos o¡bit quickly
crosses that of Deimos, raising the possibil i ty of significant
gravitational interactions between the two bodies. In particu-
lar, as the inclinations of the two orbits wil l oscil late by small
amounts because of the solar attraction. coll ision becomes a
distinct possibil i ty if not a probabil ity. This possibil i ty has also
been raised by H. R. Smith and R. H. Tolson |9771, and the
situation woùld be similar to that suggested for Triton and
Nereid by McCord I I 966]. But if this occurred, Deimos would
probably have been perturbed into a more eccentric orbit than
it has now. That it has not been is perhaps evidence that
Deimos has undergone significant orbital evolution so that it
has always remained outside of, and avoided coll ision with,
Phobos.
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